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The next in our Spotter's Guide series reveals 120 of the world's great human
constructions and where to find them, from cloud-piercing skyscrapers and ancient sites
to classic buildings and contemporary designs. Packed with facts, maps and photos, it's
a fun and fascinating introduction to the sublime, the strange and everything in
between. When we travel it's often to see a building - the Taj Mahal, the Leaning Tower
of Pisa, the Eiffel Tower. They're things of beauty, symbols of their age and emblems of
human endeavour. Sometimes, buildings are the reason we decide to go somewhere;
think of an icon such as Bilbao's Guggenheim and Cambodia's Angkor Wat temple
complex. Other times, buildings help make a visit more enriching and rewarding, like
discovering the old district of Pelourinho in Salvador, Brazil and the majestic Hagia
Sophia in Istanbul, Turkey. Amazing Architecture: A Spotter's Guide is perfect for
anyone interested in learning about many of the world's greatest architectural sites.
Each entry includes a brief introduction, who designed it and when it was built, plus a
map to help you plan a visit. Famous, weird and wonderful places include: Bran Castle
in Transylvania, Romania The Crooked House in Sopot, Poland Shah Mosque in
Esfahan, Iran Skara Brae in Orkney, Scotland Towers of San Gimignano, Italy Roman
Baths in Bath, UK Ayutthaya temple complex, Thailand The Winter Palace, St
Petersburg, Russia Millau Viaduct, southern France Chrysler Building, New York, USA
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Qatar Faculty of Islamic Studies The mud-made Agadez Mosque, Niger About Lonely
Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world's number one
travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every
kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll
also find our content online, on mobile, video and in 14 languages, 12 international
magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical
edition.
Hand-selected by Alastair Humpreys, read about the incredible journeys undertaken by
twenty of the most heroic and impressive explorers who ever lived, including Ibn Battuta
(14th-century explorer); Apsley Cherry-Garrard (a member of Scott's Antarctic
expedition); Michael Collins (Apollo Moon mission astronaut) and Nellie Bly (who
travelled round the world in less than 80 days). A wide-spread selection of explorers
from young to old, male to female and with a range of abilities, these explorers crossed
land, sea and sky in the name of adventure and may just inspire readers aged 7+ to do
the same. Alastair Humphreys was named National Geographic Adventurer of the Year
in 2012 for his work on the concept of microadventures.
When William Eggleston's second artist's book Morals of Visions was first published in
1978 in a limited edition of fifteen, only a handful of lucky people were able to obtain it;
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it has since become a collectible rarity. That is now to change with this new Steidl
edition, which re-imagines Morals of Visions as a trade book for the general public. The
original Morals of Vision contains eight color coupler prints of Eggleston's archetypal
still lifes, landscapes and portraits which glorify the banal and have since changed the
history of color photography. "There is no particular reason to search for meaning,"
Eggleston has said of his work in general, a sentiment in contrast with the title Morals of
Vision which suggests that there are indeed principles of a kind to be learnt from the
images in this book. Yet the lessons in photos including those of a broom leaning again
a wall, green grain silos in the fading light, and an off-center electric candle complete
with fake wax, remain Eggleston's own ironic secret. 'I don't have a burning desire to go
out and document anything. It just happens when it happens. It's not a conscious effort,
nor is it a struggle.' -William Eggleston
This handbook is the first to provide comprehensive coverage of original state-of-thescience research, analysis, and design of integrated, human-technology systems.
Dealerscope Consumer Electronics MarketplaceFor CE, PC and Major Appliance
RetailersF & S Index United States AnnualThe Fairy's Return and Other Princess
TalesHarper Collins
(Vocal Instruction). Whether you are self-taught or taking lessons, learning for fun or
heading for a career in the music industry, Trinity College London Rock & Pop exams
will help you develop valuable playing skills and achieve your musical ambitions.
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Available for bass, drums, guitar, keyboard and vocals, from Initial (beginner) to Grade
8 (advanced), these exams cover a wide variety of music and artists giving a great
choice in all rock and pop styles.
A wonderful collection of 20 popular, beautiful and fun-to-play songs for beginning to
intermediate guitar students. The melody, an easy strumming pattern, chord diagrams
and complete lyrics are provided with each song, so students can choose to either play
the melody or strum to accompany themselves as they sing. Large-sized music, TAB
and diagrams make the songs easy to read, even for beginners. The 48-page book also
contains a review of music reading, tablature and chord diagrams. This handy
songbook is the perfect tool for guitar teachers seeking fun musical activities to keep
their students happy and involved with music making.
Pulitzer Prize–winning author James A. Michener has written about everything from the
pristine islands of the South Pacific and the endless wilds of Africa to Spanish
bullfighters, American revolutionaries, and pirates of the Caribbean. Now Michener
turns to his favorite and most personal subject: the written word. Reproducing pages
from his own handwritten rough drafts and working manuscripts, Michener walks the
reader through a step-by-step guide to the entire process of writing, editing, revising,
and publishing. Addressing challenges specific to both fiction and nonfiction, all the
while providing thoughtful and useful solutions, James A. Michener’s Writer’s
Handbook is an invaluable resource for book lovers, editors, and, of course,
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writers—aspiring and accomplished alike. Praise for James A. Michener “A master
storyteller . . . Michener, by any standards, is a phenomenon.”—The Wall Street Journal
“Sentence for sentence, writing’s fastest attention grabber.”—The New York Times
“Michener has become an institution in America, ranking somewhere between
Disneyland and the Library of Congress. You learn a lot from him.”—Chicago Tribune
“While he fascinates and engrosses, Michener also educates.”—Los Angeles Times
Have you been trying to learn French and simply can't find the way to expand your vocabulary?
Do your teachers recommend you boring textbooks and complicated stories that you don't
really understand? Are you looking for a way to learn the language quicker without taking
shortcuts? If you answered "Yes!" to at least one of those previous questions, then this book is
for you! We've compiled the 2000 Most Common Words in French, a list of terms that will
expand your vocabulary to levels previously unseen. Did you know that - according to an
important study - learning the top two thousand (2000) most frequently used words will enable
you to understand up to 84% of all non-fiction and 86.1% of fiction literature and 92.7% of oral
speech? Those are amazing stats, and this book will take you even further than those
numbers! In this book: A detailed introduction with tips and tricks on how to improve your
learning A list of 2000 of the most common words in French and their translations An example
sentence for each word - in both French and English Finally, a conclusion to make sure you've
learned and supply you with a final list of tips Don't look any further, we've got what you need
right here! In fact, we're ready to turn you into a French speaker... are you ready to get
involved in becoming one?
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The MBA has rapidly become the world’s most desired degree, with graduates of top business
schools landing six-figure pay packages in private equity, high-tech, investment banking, and
management consulting. As a result, the competition for admission into select programs is
fierce; some schools admit less than 10 percent of applicants. This third edition of Your MBA
Game Plan includes even more sample essays and resumes from successful applicants, fresh
insight on 35 leading business schools from around the world, and advice specifically tailored
to international applicants. It will show you how to: Select target schools and highlight the
personal characteristics and skill sets they seek Navigate the “GMAT or GRE?” question
Assess your own candidacy with the objective eye of an MBA admissions officer Craft
compelling essays and resumes that highlight your most salient attributes and make you stand
out to the admissions committee Avoid the mistakes that ruin thousands of applicants’
chances each year Perform flawlessly during your admissions interviews
ARRESTED FOR A MURDER YOU DIDN'T COMMIT? Michael Gresham is a criminal attorney
who defends his clients with an iron will. They know that when he takes their case they are
probably going to leave the courthouse a free man or free woman. But what happens when the
defender becomes the defendant himself? A law partner will have to step up and do for him
what he can't do for himself. Isn't that how it should work? Who Defends the Defense Lawyer...
Watch up close as a tried and proven criminal defense lawyer is forced to face the most
important case of his career. If he wins, he's a free man. If he loses, he will die in prison. A
lawyer named Harley Sturgis comes on the scene just in time--if she's not too late already. It's
her chance to shine in a career that has all but crashed and burned around her. But here
comes her last chance, a chance to redeem herself and win the case that can restore both her
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and Michael Gresham's careers. One courtroom thriller that curls around and surprises even
the most keen readers... A legal thriller sure to satisfy the most demanding readers of legal
fiction and lawyer novels. For the fans of John Grisham, Scott Pratt, and Michael Connelly, the
novels of John Ellsworth are burning up the Amazon charts with over 750,000 downloads. Be
one of the first in your group to discover this amazing writer and his long list of books and
exciting characters. Buy Michael Gresham today before he becomes a household name in
2017!
"Throughout human history, gender has served as one of the ways in which human beings
form their identities and then make their way in the world. But it is not the only way: We also
discover ourselves through race, age, class, and other categories. Increasingly, archaeologists
are recovering evidence of the ways in which gender has been important in identity formation
in the past, especially in its interaction with other social factors. In Identity and Subsistence, a
number of scholars look at how the ideas of gender has worked with respect to the formation of
the self, masculinity, human evolution, and the development of early agrarian and pastoralist
societies."--Book jacket.
A celebration of political activism by America's youngest citizens--our children. You're never
too young to care about your community or to stand up for your beliefs. That's the empowering
message of this book, which is all about how real kids exercise their first amendment rights.
Filled with inspiring photos of children at recent demonstrations and rallies, The Little Book of
Little Activists also includes inspirational quotes from kids themselves on topics of equality,
diversity, and feminism, as well as an introduction by Bob Bland, co-chair of the Women's
March on Washington, and an afterword by civil rights activist Lynda Blackmon Lowery, author
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of Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom: My Story of the 1965 Selma Voting Rights March. Five
percent of gross proceeds go to benefit the Children's Defense Fund. The Little Book of Little
Activists is a child's very first introduction to political activism, presented at a level that they can
understand and relate to. Perfect for parents who want to raise their kids to become
participatory members of a democracy.
The first Penguin anthology of Japanese haiku, in vivid new translations by Adam L. Kern. Now
a global poetry, the haiku was originally a Japanese verse form that flourished from the
sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. Although renowned for its brevity, usually running three lines
long in seventeen syllables, and by its use of natural imagery to make Zen-like observations
about reality, in fact the haiku is much more: it can be erotic, funny, crude and mischievous.
Presenting over a thousand exemplars in vivid and engaging translations, this anthology offers
an illuminating introduction to this widely celebrated, if misunderstood, art form. Adam L. Kern's
new translations are accompanied here by the original Japanese and short commentaries on
the poems, as well as an introduction and illustrations from the period.
A healer with her own demons falls for a vampire who could save her soul or condemn it to
hell. Loti Dupree has lost everything that ever mattered to her. Her sense of direction, her
purpose, and the love of her life. She has no idea how she's going to go on without David . . .
or that she's the last of an ancient lineage of healers thought to be extinct. But 500-year-old
vampire Wolf Arrighi does. Wolf has been living outside the boundaries of his own kind for
centuries, avoiding the vampire world with all its egotistical pleasures and exquisite pain. And
for centuries, he's been seeking her, racked with a craving only she can satisfy. But when their
worlds finally collide, their passion ignites an entirely new and entirely dangerous elemental
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magic, attracting an ancient evil hell-bent on possessing Loti for his own selfish desires. As
one by one, the people she loves become casualties in the monster's dangerous games, Loti is
forced to choose between saving them all or saving the one who saved her. Lummis
introduces readers to a dark and seductive world full of vampires, witches, and ancient healers.
If you love Laurell K. Hamilton and the bite of True Blood, you will devour this series! Scroll up
and one click this complete paranormal romance series to start reading today!
The images that most Americans have of Germany are holdovers from World War II and the
Holocaust. Yet Germany has been the driving force behind the creation of the European
Economic Community and exerts a substantial influence on world trade and currency. It is also
the most open country in all of Western Europe for foreign immigrants. Willis examines how the
American media devises its images of Germany and how accurate they are.
This book explores the effect that generations of trial and error, individual craftsmanship, and
an instinct to carve out the essential with the slenderest of means brought to objects that made
life both livable and meaningful to a pre-industrial society.
Make Your Favorite Hot Sauces with The Hot Sauce Cookbook The recipes in The Hot Sauce
Cookbook will have you wiping your brow, chugging water, and helping yourself to seconds.
Using a variety of chiles and easy-to-find ingredients like vinegar and red pepper flakes, The
Hot Sauce Cookbook shows you how to prepare your favorite sauces and pair them with
authentic regional recipes. The Hot Sauce Cookbook gives you clear instructions for every step
of the way, from choosing chile peppers, to stocking your kitchen, to storing the finished
product. The Hot Sauce Cookbook lets you cook some of the world’s spiciest dishes, with: · 49
hot sauce recipes from around the world · 27 complementary food recipes, such as Cajun
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Barbecue Sauce, Puerto Rican Pique, Korean Barbecued Beef, and Grilled Chicken Satay · 10
tips for making great hot sauce · Profiles of 29 types of chiles and their heat levels With The
Hot Sauce Cookbook, you won’t need to go to a restaurant or a grocery store to enjoy great
spicy flavors—they’ll be waiting for you in your fridge.
BPP Learning Media's status as official ACCA Approved Learning Provider - Content means
our ACCA Study Texts and Practice & Revision Kits are reviewed by the ACCA examining
team. BPP Learning Media products provide you with the exam focussed material you need for
exam success.
The first book devoted to power electronics, written by artists, fans, and critics. Power
electronics is a genre of industrial or 'noise' music that utilises feedback and synthesizers to
produce an intense, loud, challenging sound. Fight Your Own War is the first ever Englishlanguage book primarily devoted to power electronics, bringing together essays and reviews
that explore the current state of the genre, from early development through to live
performance, listener experience, artist motivation, gender and subcultures, such as
'Japanoise'.
Interviews with John Sayles who worked on such widely varied projects as The return of the
Secaucus seven; Baby, it's you; Brother from another planet; Matewan; Passion fish; Piranha;
Alligator; The howling; Apollo 13; City of hope, Lone star; Shannon's deal.
Come for a visit in Bear Country with this classic First Time Book® from Stan and Jan
Berenstain. Brother and Sister love to play sports, so when Mama becomes the official soccer
mom, Papa feels a bit left out. Will Papa be able to find a way to cheer on the team, or will he
be sitting on the sidelines? This beloved story is a perfect way to teach children about the
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importance of good sportsmanship and supporting one another.
Soap operas and telenovelas are watched by millions of people around the world every day.
As cultural, social, and economic phenomena, examining them will further our understanding of
the role of global media content in the digital age. Moreover, as these programs continue to be
exported and transformed at regional levels, and through digitalization, it is more important
than ever to analyze where the genre has been, where it is now, and where it is going.&ltBR>
This collection brings together original scholarship from an international and trans-disciplinary
perspective. Chapters address timely issues, theories, and debates that are inextricably linked
to soap operas and telenovelas as global industries, as sites for new audiences, and as hybrid
cultural products within the digital landscape. Bringing depth and originality to the subject area,
each chapter demonstrates the richness of these genres and their long-term significance as
the televisual landscape evolves and becomes increasingly reliant on technological and
creative innovations.
The coloring book with something for everyone! Feeling stressed? Color a page of Cortisol!
Need more energy? Caffeine! Can't sleep after too much caffeine? Melatonin! Woke too early
and have a headache? Aspirin! Feeling elated now that your headache is gone? Dopamine!
And many more. Features 50 chemical structures and their skeletal formulas.

'I immersed myself in magic. I read every book I could get my hands on and
practised and practised, day after day and night after night. Magic became my
world...some might say an obsession.' When you’re a kid life can seem tough;
tougher for some than others. But the darkest of times can also be the most
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enlightening. When his late granddad showed him magic for the first time, Steven
Frayne knew there was more to life than hiding from bullies. He had a destiny. A
calling. In that moment Dynamo was born: the most exciting magician of the 21st
century. Since then, Dynamo has shocked, thrilled and amazed men, women and
children, from all walks of life, all over the world. With his mind-blowing illusions,
he has catalysed a whole new era of magic. Now, in his very first book, Dynamo
invites you to join him on a breathtaking journey across the globe. Be prepared to
levitate Lindsay Lohan in Singapore, transform snow into diamonds in the
Austrian mountains, and walk on water across the River Thames. Along the way,
he reveals how to make the impossible possible, what it takes to pull off the
greatest stunts man has seen, and why everyone needs magic in their lives. This
is no illusion. This is Dynamo revealed.
Boynton celebrates Halloween! A new addition to the Boynton on Board series,
with over 21 million copies sold, Eek! Halloween! is all treat and no tricks, a
journey with Boynton and her nutty characters through the tradition of Halloween.
It starts with an uh-oh—the chickens are nervous! Strange things are happening.
One chicken saw a pumpkin with flickering eyes, another spied a mouse of
enormous size. They all saw a wizard and a witch, and a spooky robot.
“WHAT’S GOING ON HERE? WHAT DOES IT MEAN? / Relax, silly chickens!
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It’s HALLOWEEN!” Oversized lap edition also available—perfect for reading
aloud!
This unique international legal and cross-disciplinary edited volume contains
analysis of the legal impact of doping regulation by eminent and well known
experts in the legal fields of sports doping regulation and diverse legal fields
which are intrinsically important areas for consideration in the sports doping
landscape. These are thoughtful extended reflections by experts on theory and
policy and how they interact with law in the context of doping in sport. It is the first
book to examine the topical and contentious area of sports doping from a variety
of different but very relevant legal perspectives which impact the stakeholders in
sport at both professional and grass roots levels. The World Anti-Doping Code
contains an unusual mix of public and private regulation which is of more general
interest and fully explored in this work. Each of the 14 chapters addresses doping
regulation from a legal perspective such as tort, corporate governance,
employment law, human rights law, or a scientific area. Legal areas are generally
considered from an international and not national perspective. Issues including
fairness, logic and the likelihood of compliance are explored. It is vital reading for
anyone interested in the law, regulation and governance of sport.
Grandpa Pig loves growing vegetables in his garden, so Peppa and George want
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to be farmers too! They have lots of fun choosing what to grow, planting their
seeds and learning to be patient waiting for them to grow. Then it's time for a
delicious vegetable feast!
Themes: Adapted Classics, Low Level Classics, Graphic Novels, Illustrated,
William Shakespeare, Fiction, Tween, Teen, Young Adult, Hi-Lo, Hi-Lo Books, HiLo Solutions, High-Low Books, Hi-Low Books, ELL, EL, ESL, Struggling Learner,
Struggling Reader, Special Education, SPED, Newcomers, Reading, Learning,
Education, Educational, Educational Books. Hamlet takes place in the early
seventeenth century, at he royal castle in Elsinore, Denmark. The theme of the
story.. "revenge" ..becomes Prince Hamlet's obsession. His split personality--one
of warm, poetic sensitivity, the other, cruel madness--hypnotizes the reader.
Other immortal characters such as Claudius, Gertrude, Polonius, Horatio, and
Ophelia are just a few in the tradition of Shakespeare's unforgettable
characterization. This series features classic Shakespeare retold with graphic
color illustrations. Educators using the Dale-Chall vocabulary system adapted
each title. Each 64-page, eBook retains key phrases and quotations from the
original play. Research shows that the more students read, the better their
vocabulary, their ability to read, and their knowledge of the world.
Whether solving biblical foreskin mysteries, having his head split open by a
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crowbar-wielding man named Thor or getting busted for pickpocketing in a
remote Mexican desert, Ryan Moehring reveals in his debut collection of stories
and essays, The Fried Twinkie Manifesto, that his irreverent wit and capacity for
uncovering nuggets of insight from the rubble of the mundane make him one of
humor's most promising newcomers. While maintaining a voice unmistakably his
own, Moehring evokes the wild imagination of Tom Robbins, the soul of Sedaris,
and the wisdom of Vonnegut. Though readers will more often than not find
themselves laughing out loud, Moehring's eye for the profound and his unyielding
honesty ensure that they are just as likely to cry—or cringe.
Create media-rich client applications using JavaFX 9 and the Java 9 platform.
Learn to create GUI-based applications for mobile devices, desktop PCs, and
even the web. Incorporate media such as audio and video into your applications.
Interface with hardware devices such as Arduino and Leap Motion. Respond to
gesture control through devices such as the Leap Motion Controller. Take
advantage of the new HTTP2 API to make RESTful web requests and
WebSockets calls. New to this edition are examples of creating stylized text and
loading custom fonts, guidance for working with Scene Builder to create visual
layouts, and new content on developing iOS and Android applications using
Gluon mobile. The book also covers advanced topics such as custom controls,
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JavaFX 3D, gesture devices, printing, and animation. Best of all, the book is full
of working code that you can adapt and extend to all your future projects. Is your
goal to develop visually exciting applications in the Java language? Then this is
the book you want at your side. JavaFX 9 by Example is chock-full of engaging,
fun-to-work examples that bring you up to speed on the major facets of JavaFX
9. You'll learn to create applications that look good, are fun to use, and that take
advantage of the medium to present data of all types in ways that engage the
user and lead to increased productivity. The book: Has been updated with new
content on modular development, new APIs, and an example using the Scene
Builder tool Is filled with fun and practical code examples that you can modify and
drop into your own projects Includes an example using Arduino and an
accelerometer sensor to track motion in 3D Helps you create JavaFX
applications for iOS and Android devices What You'll Learn Work with touchbased interfaces Interpret gesture-based events Use shapes, color, text, and UI
controls to create a simple click and point game Add audio and video to your
projects Utilize JavaFX 3D Create custom controls using CSS, SVG, and Canvas
APIs Organize code into modules using Java Platform Module System (Project
Jigsaw) Who This Book Is For Java developers developing visual and media-rich
applications to run on PCs, phones, tablets, Arduino controllers, and more. This
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includes developers tasked with creating visualizations of data from statistical
analysis and from sensor networks. Any developer wanting to develop a polished
user-interface in Java will find much to like in this book.
The ability to apply written, oral and interpersonal communication skills are
essential if you are to succeed in your chosen career. Successful people are able
to apply and adjust these skills to suit the various situations they encounter in the
workplace. The eighth edition of THE BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
HANDBOOK builds on the previous editions to provide an understanding of
communication principles that can then be applied in the workplace. This userfriendly text is divided into four parts: Workplace Communication, Workplace
Relationships, Workplace Documents and Career Development. Each chapter
includes learning objectives and a list of key terms at the beginning of each
chapter, margin notes to highlight key ideas, a comprehensive glossary and endof-chapter summaries that review the essential concepts presented in the
chapter. Coverage of employability skills has also been incorporated into the new
edition, with Ready For Work activities at the end of each section that enable
students to reflect on their readiness for work and career advancement or
promotion. A Companion Website at pearsoned.com.au/dwyer provides further
online resources for teachers and students and includes: True/False questions,
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Internet exercises, Good/Bad practice and research topic questions. This
provides teachers with additional assessments and tasks, an exam revision tool
and the opportunity to integrate technology into course delivery.
Book 2 of the Jack Turner Suspense SeriesYoung history professor, Jack Turner, takes a
retreat at a lakeside cabin just outside of Culpepper, Georgia to work on his doctoral
dissertation. The cabin is owned by an ambitious state senator, an inheritance from his father.
Inside, everything is exactly the way it was when the old man died ten years ago. While taking
a break from his research, Jack snoops through the father's books and finds an old photo
album filled with black-and-white pictures of orphaned children. Intrigued, he continues
searching and finds what appears to be evidence of murder and an old leather journal,
handwritten entirely in German. Rachel Cook, Jack's girlfriend, translates the journal for him.
What it reveals suddenly puts both of their lives in mortal danger.Besides his bestselling
inspirational novels, Dan Walsh is quickly becoming known for unputdownable novels of
suspense.
The heart and soul of the City by the Bay, captured in spectacular photography and eloquent
quotes.
Ever since Newbery Honor author Gail Carson Levine introduced the magical village of
Snettering-on-Snoakes in the faraway Kingdom of Biddle, young readers have been laughing
their way through her hilarious retellings of famous and not-so-famous fairy tales. Now, for the
first time, the six beloved Princess Tales are together in one magnificent volume: The high
jinks begin in The Fairy's Mistake, which pokes fun at a meddlesome fairy whose plans for
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good go terribly awry. In The Princess Test, the author spoofs the notion that a pea can prove
a person's pedigree. Princess Sonora and the Long Sleep features a genius of a princess, a
hundred years of snooze, two princes, and a flock of balding sheep! Cinderella is a boy in
Cinderellis and the Glass Hill, and the glass slipper is a glass hill. In For Biddle's Sake, Parsley
tries to forget her beloved prince and get used to life as a Biddlebum Toad. The road to happilyever-after isn't easy when a baker's son and a princess fall in love in The Fairy's Return.
Elements of the classics are woven into these not-so-typical retellings of "Toads and
Diamonds," "The Princess and the Pea," "Sleeping Beauty," "The Princess on the Glass Hill,"
"Puddocky," and "The Golden Goose." The fresh and funny twists on favorite fairy tales will win
the hearts and capture the imaginations of young readers everywhere.
These letters to "Michal," Williams endearing name for his wife, from "Serge," a moniker by
which his most intimate friends addressed him, are more than just a collection of love
letters--they are significant for what they tell us about the man, for the light they throw on his
work, and for the way they show Williams in the context of his literary contemporaries (C. S.
Lewis, T. S. Eliot, W. H. Auden, Dorothy L. Sayers, Christopher Fry, and Edith Sitwell). In fact,
Williams felt that T. S. Eliot and C. S. Lewis were the only two people other than his wife to
whom he could talk seriously about important matters
Tracing the connections between music making and built space in both historical and
contemporary times, Music, Sound, and Architecture in Islam brings together domains of
intellectual reflection that have rarely been in dialogue to promote a greater understanding of
the centrality of sound production in constructed environments in Muslim religious and cultural
expression. Representing the fields of ethnomusicology, anthropology, art history, architecture,
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history of architecture, religious studies, and Islamic studies, the volume's contributors consider
sonic performances ranging from poetry recitation to art, folk, popular, and ritual musics—as
well as religious expressions that are not usually labeled as "music" from an Islamic
perspective—in relation to monumental, vernacular, ephemeral, and landscape architectures;
interior design; decoration and furniture; urban planning; and geography. Underscoring the
intimate relationship between traditional Muslim sonic performances, such as the recitation of
the Qur'an or devotional songs, and conventional Muslim architectural spaces, from mosques
and Sufi shrines to historic aristocratic villas, gardens, and gymnasiums, the book reveals
Islam as an ideal site for investigating the relationship between sound and architecture, which
in turn proves to be an innovative and significant angle from which to explore Muslim cultures.
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